Quantifying the Added Value of a Diagnostic Test or Marker
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In practice, the diagnostic work-up usually starts with a patient with particular symptoms or signs, who is suspected of having a particular target disease. In a sequence of steps, an array of diagnostic information is commonly documented. The diagnostic information conveyed by different results from patient history, physical examination, and subsequent testing is to varying extents overlapping and thus mutually dependent. This implies that the diagnostic potential of a test or biomarker is conditional on the information obtained from previous tests. A key question about the accuracy of a diagnostic test/biomarker is whether that test improves the diagnostic work-up beyond already available diagnostic test results. This second report in a series of 4 gives an overview of several methods to quantify the added value of a new diagnostic test or biomarker, including the area under the ROC curve, net reclassification improvement, integrated discrimination improvement, predictiveness curve, and decision curve analysis. Each of these methods is illustrated with the use of empirical data. We reiterate that reporting on the relative increase in discrimination and disease classification is relevant to obtain insight into the incremental value of a diagnostic test or biomarker. We also recommend the use of decision-analytic measures to express the accuracy of an entire diagnostic work-up in an informative way.

The diagnostic work-up in practice starts with a patient presenting with particular symptoms or signs. Although these symptoms and signs usually raise the suspicion of several underlying disorders (the differential diagnosis), the diagnostic work-up is often initially targeted to include or exclude a particular disease or disorder on this list of differential diagnoses, the so-called target disease (1–5). For example, a man with a red, swollen leg may be suspected of having deep vein thrombosis, a woman with a palpable breast node can be suspected of having breast cancer, or a child with neck stiffness and fever suspected of having bacterial meningitis. This target disorder can be the most severe disorder of the differential diagnoses (‘the one not to miss’) but also the most likely one.

The diagnostic work-up usually comprises a series of sequential steps in which an array of diagnostic information (test results) is obtained. In principle, after each step the physician intuitively integrates the information into a judgment regarding the probability of the target disease being present, and perhaps even of the other conditions on the differential diagnosis list. The initial pieces of information always include patient history and physical examination results, to varying extents. If uncertainty about disease presence remains, as is commonly the case, subsequent tests are performed, often in a stepwise fashion. These additional tests can range from simple blood or urine tests to imaging, electrophysiology, and genetic tests, to eventually more invasive testing such as biopsy, angiography, or arthroscopy. The information of each subsequent test is implicitly added to the previously obtained information, and the target disease probability is adjusted. This process is continued until a final diagnosis can be set and a treatment choice can be made. Because information from history taking and physical examination is almost always obtained in diagnostic practice, hardly any clinical diagnosis is exclusively based on a single test or technology result; rather, diagnostic practice seems to involve a multivariable (multiple-test) and phased process per se, in which care providers have to decide whether the next test will add information to what is already known (6–8).

Studies of diagnostic tests or biomarkers should reflect this phased diagnostic process and be aimed at understanding the added value of subsequent diagnostic tests beyond the information that is already available. It may turn out that the diagnostic information of a subsequent test or biomarker is already conveyed by the simpler previous test results. When considered by
itself the subsequent test/biomarker may show diagnostic value, but when evaluated in the context of the overall diagnostic work-up it does not. Such a situation can occur because different tests often measure the same underlying pathologic process to varying extents and thus provide similar diagnostic information. In statistical terms, these different test results, whether obtained from patient history, physical examination, or subsequent tests, are to varying extents mutually dependent (9–11). The main question in diagnostic accuracy research seems, therefore, to be not what the diagnostic accuracy of a particular (new) test or biomarker is, but rather, whether it improves the diagnostic accuracy of the existing work-up beyond that available from the already documented and standard available diagnostic information.

This second report of the series gives an overview of available methods to quantify what value a specific (new) diagnostic test or biomarker adds to that available from current biomarkers, for which the aim is not necessarily to replace the previous tests or biomarkers but rather to complement them. We focus on assessing whether a certain test adds information to preceding test results, in terms of improved discrimination between disease presence vs absence, but still in comparison to a clinical reference standard.

**Empirical Example: Diagnosis of Suspected Deep Venous Thrombosis**

To illustrate the methods to assess the added value of a subsequent diagnostic test we use the same data as used in the first report of this series, i.e., the data from a previously published study in primary care patients suspected for deep venous thrombosis (DVT) (12, 13). In brief, there were 2086 patients suspected of DVT, defined as having at least one of the following symptoms: presence of swelling, redness, and/or pain in the leg. All patients underwent a standardized diagnostic work-up including index tests from medical history taking, physical examination, and D-dimer testing.

The reference standard consisted of repeated compression ultrasonography, in line with current clinical practice, where this test is used to decide on further management. This reference test was performed in all patients independent of the results of the index tests and blinded to these index test results. In total, 416 of the 2068 included patients (20%) had DVT present on ultrasonography. We would point out that for this report these data are used for illustration purposes only, and by no means to define the best diagnostic work-up for the clinical problem at hand or to compare our results with existing reports on the topic. Our aim here is to illustrate how to quantify the extent to which D-dimer biomarker values provide added value to the diagnostic test results (variables) from history taking and physical examination in the correct discrimination between DVT presence (requiring further work-up including reference test) or absence (no further work-up needed). We have used only a subset of the originally documented diagnostic variables (Table 1). In addition, although the reference test is applied in current routine practice, it may not be perfect. The potential consequences of using imperfect reference tests and how to handle this problem are highly important, but these topics are beyond the scope of this report and have been covered elsewhere (14–18).

Table 1 also shows the association between each individual diagnostic test result and the presence or absence of DVT. These are single-test diagnostic accuracy measures. If one had to choose the most promising tests on the basis of these single-test accuracy results, it would be difficult if not impossible. Clearly, none of the history and physical examination tests was pathognomonic. Some variables had a high sensitivity but a low specificity (such as absence of leg trauma and pain on walking), whereas other tests showed a high specificity and low sensitivity (e.g., presence of malignancy or recent surgery). Some tests were better for exclusion, others for inclusion. The ROC area of the continuous tests, age and calf difference (but also the D-dimer test), was below 1. So the question can be raised whether the combination of the history and physical examination variables has improved accuracy compared to their individual accuracy estimates, and whether the D-dimer biomarker could provide even further incremental improvement.

To formally quantify the diagnostic value of these patient history and physical examination results combined, and the added value of the D-dimer biomarker, a multivariable statistical analytical approach is needed. As the outcome is dichotomous (DVT presence yes/no), we used multivariable logistic regression modelling. Such models express the probability of DVT (on the logit scale) as a linear function of the respective test results. Table 2 (model 1) presents the results from history and physical examination that were significantly associated with DVT in the multivariable analysis (here defined by a multivariable odds ratio significantly different from 1, with a $P$ value of <0.05). To quantify whether the D-dimer biomarker added diagnostic value beyond these history and physical examination results combined, the basic model 1
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*Nonstandard abbreviations: DVT, deep venous thrombosis; AUC, area under the ROC curve; NRI, net reclassification improvement; IDI, integrated discrimination improvement; TN, true negative; FP, false positive; FN, false negative; TP, true positive; CT, computed tomography.*
was simply extended by including the D-dimer result, yielding model 2 (Table 2).

After the addition of the D-dimer assay, the regression coefficients of most history and physical tests in model 2 differ from those in model 1: they now reflect the contribution of the corresponding variables, conditional on a specific D-dimer result. This change indicates that the history and physical and the D-dimer results are correlated, and partly conveys the same information regarding the inclusion or exclusion of DVT. The fact that the regression coefficients of most findings are lower can be interpreted as follows: a portion of the information supplied by the history and physical items is now “taken over” by the D-dimer assay. Note that the effect of the variable recent surgery has completely disappeared owing to the addition of the D-dimer biomarker.

Overall Discriminative or Diagnostic Accuracy of a Model: The Area under the ROC Curve

The multivariable diagnostic model, in which the different diagnostic test results are combined, as in models 1 and 2 in Table 2, can be considered as a single test, consisting of a composite of the series of individual tests. A patient’s test result by this model is simply the model’s calculated probability of DVT presence given the observed test results in that patient (see the footnote to Table 2 on how to calculate this probability of disease presence).

We can use the area under the ROC curve (AUC), or so-called c-statistic, to assess the ability of the combination of these test results (i.e., the diagnostic model) to discriminate between patients with and without DVT, similar to the approach explained in report 1 of this series for a single continuous or quantitative diagnostic test or biomarker (19, 20). Here the ROC area represents the proportion out of all possible pairs of a patient with and without DVT in which the patient with DVT has a higher calculated probability than the patient without DVT (6). Fig. 1 gives the ROC curves and areas for models 1 and 2, similar to those presented in report 1 of this series for 2 different quantitative diagnostic tests.

Fig. 1 shows that adding the D-dimer biomarker to model 1 led to an increase in the ROC area from 0.72 to 0.87, a substantial and statistically significant gain (P value < 0.01) (20). This means the overall diagnostic accuracy of the information from patient history and physical exam can be substantially and significantly increased by addition of the D-dimer test.

The use of the difference in ROC area to express the added value of a new test/biomarker has been criticized (21–23). First, the AUC is clearly an overall measure of discrimination and has no direct clinical interpretation in terms of correct or incorrect diagnostic

---

**Table 1. Distribution and accuracy of each diagnostic variable compared to the reference standard outcome.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DVT</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Yes (n = 416)</strong></td>
<td><strong>No (n = 1670)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Sensitivity, % (95% CI)</td>
<td>PPV, % (95% CI)</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Specificity, % (95% CI)</td>
<td>NPV, % (95% CI)</td>
<td>ROC area (95% CI)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>47 (42–51)</td>
<td>25 (22–29)</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>66 (64–68)</td>
<td>83 (81–85)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD), years</td>
<td>62 (17)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>59 (18)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.53 (0.50–0.56)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of malignancy</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10 (7–13)</td>
<td>35 (27–44)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>96 (94–96)</td>
<td>81 (79–83)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent surgery</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>18 (15–22)</td>
<td>27 (22–33)</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>88 (86–89)</td>
<td>81 (79–83)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of recent leg trauma</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>89 (85–91)</td>
<td>21 (19–23)</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>18 (16–20)</td>
<td>86 (82–90)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vein distension</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>28 (24–32)</td>
<td>28 (24–32)</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>82 (80–84)</td>
<td>82 (80–84)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain on walking</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>83 (79–86)</td>
<td>21 (19–23)</td>
<td>1325</td>
<td>21 (19–23)</td>
<td>83 (79–86)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling whole leg</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>59 (55–64)</td>
<td>26 (23–29)</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>58 (56–60)</td>
<td>85 (83–87)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in calf circumference, mean (SD), cm</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.69 (0.67–0.72)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-dimer, mean (SD), ng/mL</td>
<td>4549 (2665)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1424 (1791)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.86 (0.84–0.88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Reference standard outcome: DVT present or absent on the basis of repeated compression ultrasonography.
* Sensitivity, the proportion of patients with true DVT determined by the diagnostic test; specificity, the proportion of patients with true absence of DVT determined by the diagnostic test.
* PPV, positive predictive value, i.e. the proportion of patients labeled DVT by the diagnostic test with true DVT; NPV, negative predictive value, i.e. the proportion of patients labeled no DVT by the diagnostic test with true absence of DVT.
* An ROC area lower than 0.5 means that overall this test result was better for excluding than including DVT presence.
AUC is often very small in an absolute sense, certainly compared with existing tests (in this case summarized or combined into a multivariable model) after introducing a particular probability of disease presence threshold. The reclassification table for our DVT example is shown in Table 3, with a threshold at 25%. This means that patients with a calculated diagnostic probability of 25% or higher are referred for further work-up and perhaps treatment initiation, whereas the others are not referred and treated for DVT.

Table 3 shows the reclassification of patients that occurs when using model 2 instead of model 1 at a DVT probability threshold of 25%. For example, in patients with DVT, 36% (123/346 + 26/416) were reclassified by model 2 compared to model 1. For patients without DVT this percentage was 21% (227/1670 + 116/1670).

Simply indicating the change in classification of individuals to different probability categories of DVT presence, however, is insufficient to properly evaluate improvement in diagnostic accuracy by a new test/biomarker; the changes must also be appropriate. Otherwise, an “upward” movement to higher probability categories for individuals with the DVT present implies improved diagnostic classification, and any downward movement indicates worse diagnostic classification. The interpretation is opposite for individuals without the diagnosis (27). The overall improvement in diagnostic reclassification can be quantified in various ways depending on the chosen denominators, but commonly it is calculated as the difference between 2 differences: First computing the difference between the proportions of individuals moving up and the proportion of individuals moving down for those with DVT, and

classifications or absolute patient numbers, because a specific diagnostic algorithm uses a specific diagnostic cutpoint. Second, on the basis of empirical applications, researchers have observed that the increase in AUC is often very small in an absolute sense, certainly when the AUC of the baseline model is large (24). On one hand this observation is not surprising; good models are harder to improve upon. However, it may not be wise to place too much emphasis on the extent of AUC improvement, because this measure depends on baseline c, rather than on the effect size or odds ratio of the new test or marker with the outcome at interest (22, 23, 25). Several alternative measures have been proposed to quantify the added value of a novel test/biomarker to address these limitations.

Reclassification Measures

To overcome the problems of the difference in ROC area, the so-called reclassification table has been proposed (26). This reclassification table shows how many patients are reclassified by adding a new test/biomarker to existing tests (in this case summarized or combined into a multivariable model) after introducing a particular probability of disease presence threshold. The reclassification table for our DVT example is shown in Table 3, with a threshold at 25%. This means that patients with a calculated diagnostic probability of 25% or higher are referred for further work-up and perhaps treatment initiation, whereas the others are not referred and treated for DVT.

Table 3. The basic and extended multivariable diagnostic model to discriminate between DVT presence vs absence.a,b

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1 (basic model)</th>
<th>Model 2 (basic model + D-dimer)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−3.70 (0.26)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of malignancy</td>
<td>0.62 (0.22)</td>
<td>1.9 (1.2–2.9) &lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent surgery</td>
<td>0.44 (0.16)</td>
<td>1.6 (1.1–2.1) &lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of leg trauma</td>
<td>0.75 (0.18)</td>
<td>2.1 (1.5–3.0) &lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vein distension</td>
<td>0.48 (0.13)</td>
<td>1.6 (1.1–2.1) &lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain on walking</td>
<td>0.41 (0.15)</td>
<td>1.5 (1.1–2.0) &lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling whole leg</td>
<td>0.36 (0.12)</td>
<td>1.4 (1.1–1.8) &lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in calf circumference, cm</td>
<td>0.36 (0.04)</td>
<td>1.4 (1.3–1.5) &lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-dimer, per 500 ng/mL</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−4.94 (0.32)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of malignancy</td>
<td>0.22 (0.26)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.7–2.1) 0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent surgery</td>
<td>0.003 (0.19)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.7–1.5) 0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of leg trauma</td>
<td>0.67 (0.20)</td>
<td>2.0 (1.3–2.9) &lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vein distension</td>
<td>0.25 (0.16)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.9–1.8) 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain on walking</td>
<td>0.46 (0.18)</td>
<td>1.6 (1.1–2.3) 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling whole leg</td>
<td>0.47 (0.14)</td>
<td>1.6 (1.2–2.1) &lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in calf circumference, cm</td>
<td>0.29 (0.04)</td>
<td>1.3 (1.2–1.4) &lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-dimer, per 500 ng/mL</td>
<td>0.29 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.3 (1.3–1.4) &lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Exp(regression coefficient) — the odds ratio (OR) of a diagnostic test result. For example, an OR of 2 for absence of leg trauma (model 2) means that a suspected patient without a recent leg trauma has a 2 times higher chance of having DVT than a patient with a recent leg trauma (because in the latter the leg trauma would more likely be the cause of the presenting symptoms and signs). Similarly, an OR of 1.3 for calf difference in centimeters (model 2) means that for every centimeter increase in calf circumference difference, a patient has a 1.3 times (or 30%) higher chance of having DVT.

b A diagnostic model can be considered as a single overall or combined test consisting of different test results, with the probability of DVT presence as its test result. For example, for a male patient without malignancy, recent surgery or leg trauma, but with vein distension and a painful not swollen leg when walking, with a calf difference of 6 cm the formula is (model1): $z = -3.70 + (0.62 \times 0) + (0.44 \times 0) + (0.75 \times 0) + (0.48 \times 1) + (0.41 \times 1) + (0.36 \times 0) + (0.36 \times 6) = -0.65$.

The probability for this patient of the presence of DVT based on the basic model then is $\exp(-0.65)/(1 + \exp(-0.65)) = 34\%$. 
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then computing the corresponding difference in proportions for those without DVT, and taking the difference of these 2 differences. This measure has been introduced as the net reclassification improvement (NRI) (28). The NRI is thus estimated as follows:

\[
NRI = \frac{P(\text{up} | D = 1) - P(\text{up} | D = 0)}{P(\text{down} | D = 0)},
\]

where \( P \) is the proportion of patients, upward movement (up) is defined as a change into a higher probability of disease presence category based on model 2, and downward movement (down) as a change in the opposite direction. \( D \) denotes the disease classification, in this DVT, present (1) or absent (0).

The NRI for addition of D-dimer assay to the combination of history and physical exam results with the use of the numbers shown in Table 3 was: \((0.30 - 0.06) - (0.07 - 0.14) = 0.31\) (95% CI, 0.24–0.36). For 123/416 (i.e., 0.30) patients who experienced DVT events, classification improved with the model with D-dimer, and for 26/416 (0.06) people it became worse, with the net gain in reclassification proportion of 0.24.
In patients who did not experience an event 116/1670 (0.07) individuals were reclassified worse by the model with the D-dimer and 227/1670 (0.14) were reclassified better, resulting in a net gain in reclassification proportion of 0.07. The total net gain in reclassification proportion therefore was 0.24 + 0.07 = 0.31.

This estimate was significantly different from 0 (P value <0.001). The 95% CI around the NRI estimate was calculated with the formula proposed by Pencina et al. (28).

The NRI is very dependent on categorization of the probability threshold(s). Most people use 3–4 categories. Different thresholds may result in very different NRIs for the same added test result. To overcome this problem of arbitrary cutoff choices, another option is to calculate the so-called integrated discrimination improvement (IDI), which considers the magnitude of the reclassification probability improvements or worsenings by a new test/biomarker over all possible categorizations or probability thresholds (27–29).

The IDI is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{IDI} = \frac{(P_{\text{extended}} | D = 1) - (P_{\text{basic}} | D = 1)}{(P_{\text{extended}} | D = 0) - (P_{\text{basic}} | D = 0)}
\]

In this equation \(P_{\text{extended}} | D = 1\) and \(P_{\text{extended}} | D = 0\) are the means of the predicted DVT probability by the extended model 2 (Table 2) for, respectively, the patients with DVT and the patients without DVT, whereas \(P_{\text{basic}} | D = 1\) and \(P_{\text{basic}} | D = 0\) are the means of the predicted DVT probability by model 1 (Table 2) for, respectively, the patients with DVT and the patients without DVT. Here also the 95% CI around the NRI estimate was calculated with the formula proposed by Pencina et al. (28).

The IDI for our DVT example was: (0.49 – 0.13) – (0.28 – 0.18) = 0.26 (95% CI, 0.23–0.28).

This means that the addition of D-dimer to history and physical examination increased the difference in mean predicted probability between patients with DVT and the patients without DVT with 0.26. This can also be interpreted as equivalent to the increase in mean sensitivity given no changes in specificity (28).

Although very popular and increasingly requested in reports on added value estimations, the NRI and IDI are only measures of discrimination between disease and nondiseased, as is also the case for ROC area. They give no information about whether the diagnostic probabilities calculated with a diagnostic model are in agreement with the observed disease prevalence, i.e., whether the models’ DVT probabilities are over- or underestimated compared to the observed DVT prevalence, nor do they account in any way for the consequences of diagnostic misclassifications when a diagnostic biomarker or test is added (30, 31). The following methods better address these issues.

**Predictiveness Curve**

The predictiveness curve (32, 33) is a graphic display of the distribution of the predictive disease probabilities. For example, the predictive probabilities of model 1 (without D-dimer added) are ordered from lowest to highest and then plotted (Fig. 2).

The x-axis depicts the cumulative percentage over all individuals in the study; the y-axis shows the probabilities calculated with model 1. Focusing first on this single model 1 we see for our example that if those who have a posterior risk (after history and physical examination) of >25% are selected for further work-up (regarded as positive), then 74% of patients will actually be negative and 26% will be positive (vertical dividing line in Fig. 2).

The 4 areas defined by the vertical dividing line represent, respectively, the true negatives (TN) (64%), false positives (FP) (16%), false negatives (FN) (10%), and true positives (TP) (10%).

In this particular example (threshold of >25%) the sensitivity becomes: TP/prevalence × 100 = 0.10/0.2 × 100 = 50%.

The specificity becomes:

\[
\frac{\text{TN}}{(1 \text{ prevalence})} \times 100 = 0.64/0.8 \times 100 = 80%
\]

The graph thus shows the range and distribution of estimated probabilities associated with the history and physical exam mode when applied to the source.
Population from which the study patients theoretically were sampled (33).

But the graph can also be used to compare the different diagnostic models, and thus the added value of the D-dimer assay in terms of correct estimation of the probability of DVT presence. The predictiveness curve for model 1 is significantly less accurate than the more comprehensive model that includes the D-dimer results (Fig. 3). For example, if we choose \( <0.1 \) as a threshold for low risk and \( >0.4 \) as a threshold for high risk (at the y axis) we see that \( 90 - 20 = 70\% \) of the predictions of model 1 fall in the equivocal range between these thresholds, whereas for the predictions of model 2, only \( 85 - 50 = 35\% \) fall between these thresholds. This means that model 2 has much better performance in categorizing or discriminating patients into low (\( <0.1 \)) vs high (\( >0.4 \)) risk, as can be directly inferred from the difference in steepness or slope of the predictiveness curve of the model with D-dimer (steeper) compared to the model without (33).

### Decision Curve Analysis

Finally, decision curve analysis, as proposed by Vickers and Elkin (34), is an approach that even more explicitly quantifies the clinical usefulness of a new test or biomarker when added to existing ones. In contrast to the NRI, in which a single predefined probability threshold is chosen, this analysis allows each physician or patient to determine his or her own desired threshold for further actions (i.e., referral for further diagnostic testing or for deciding on treatment initiation, depending on the intended use of the test or model), and to judge the corresponding net benefits without explicitly assigning weights or utilities to the false classifications.

As shown in Fig. 4, a probability threshold of 50% would imply that an incorrect referral (FP) is just as bad as a missed thrombosis (FN). A risk-averse physician/patient might opt for referral for reference testing or further management using a low threshold (e.g., if the subsequent test is relatively nonburdensome or the treatment of choice has relatively low risk of adverse reactions), e.g., if the risk of DVT is 20%. Such a lower threshold for referral means that one accepts a larger percentage of incorrect referrals (FPs) rather than missing a diseased case (FN). Otherwise, in this example, one implicitly assigns more weight to a missed DVT case (FN) compared to unnecessary referrals or work-up of non-DVT patients (FPs). Alternatively, a physician/patient who is more concerned about the costs or burden of further work-up (e.g., if the subsequent test is very invasive or subsequent therapy entails high risks of adverse reactions) might use a high threshold of, e.g., 70%. This means that one assigns a higher weight to incorrect referral of patients without the disease (FPs) and implicitly less weight to a missed diseased (DVT) case (FNs).

The graph shows the entire range of probability thresholds for further management on the x axis and the net benefit of the exhibited diagnostic strategies or models on the y axis (35). To calculate the net benefit,
Table 4. Relationship between true DVT status and the result of the basic and extended prediction model with thresholds of 20% and 70% predicted probability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DVT (N = 2086)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic model (model 1): probability of DVT ≈ 20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended model (model 2): probability of DVT ≈ 20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic model (model 1): probability of DVT ≈ 70%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended model (model 2): probability of DVT ≈ 70%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proportion of all patients who are FP are subtracted from the proportion of all patients who are TP, weighting by the relative harm of an FP and an FN classification (34). We illustrate this with a numerical example.

Table 4, which displays results for this empirical study, shows that when we used the above-mentioned threshold of 20%, the TP count for model 1 was 263 and the FP count 528. The total number of patients (N) was 2086. The net benefit for model 1 at the threshold of 20% was (263/2086) − (528/2086) × (0.2/0.8) = 0.06. The net benefit ratio 0.2/0.8 directly indicates that less weight is now assigned to the FP compared to the FNs, as described above. For model 2 the net benefit at the threshold of 20% was (319/2086) − (301/2086) × (0.2/0.8) = 0.12, 2 times higher. Although model 2 performs clearly better than model 1, it should be noted that when the extended model is applied at this threshold, 97 of 416 known cases would not be treated or referred for further testing. This makes the overall diagnostic performance of our illustrative model 2 relatively poor at this theoretically chosen threshold.

The net benefit for model 1 at the threshold of 70% was (3/2086) − (6/2086) × (0.7/0.3) = −0.01 and for model 2 the net benefit at the threshold of 70% was (123/2086) − (31/2086) × (0.7/0.3) = 0.02.

The net benefit of model 1 of 0.06 at a threshold of 20% can be interpreted as: “Compared to no one referring, referral by model 1 is the equivalent of a strategy that correctly refers 6 patients with DVT of 100 suspected patients without having an unnecessary (i.e., FP) referral.”

The key aspect of the decision curve (Fig. 4) is to see which diagnostic strategy leads to the highest net benefit given the doctor’s or patient’s individual choice for a probability threshold. The horizontal black line along the x-axis in Fig. 4 assumes that no patients will be referred to reference testing. Because this strategy refers 0 patients, the net benefit of this strategy is set to 0, i.e., all patients with DVT are incorrectly managed. The grey steep declining line in Fig. 4 shows the net benefit for the strategy in which every individual simply undergoes reference testing. This line crosses the x-axis at the threshold probability of 20%, i.e., prevalence of the study. Thus, when the probability threshold for further management is the same as that obtained when assigning the prevalence as the predicted risk, the net benefit of referring and not referring is the same (i.e., net benefit = 0). Furthermore it can be seen that model 2 has the greatest net benefit (i.e., it is the highest line) at all threshold probabilities. Therefore we can say that, irrespective of the applied probability thresholds, the extended model with D-dimer added is superior to the basic model.

Concluding Remarks

In this report we reiterate the limitation of single-test accuracy studies and review several traditional and relatively novel measures for quantification of the added value of a new diagnostic test or biomarker beyond available or existing diagnostic test results. To illustrate the various methods to assess the added value of a new test or biomarker, we used D-dimer testing in patients with suspicion of DVT as an example. Interestingly, in this particular example, the ROC area of the D-dimer assay result in isolation was 0.86, whereas the ROC area of the full model including D-dimer (model 2) was 0.87. From a purely quantitative and scientific perspective one therefore might argue that the D-dimer biomarker could be used in isolation without first acquiring information from a patient history and physical examination. This would seem to favor the use of a single-test evaluation approach over a multivariable or added value approach. However, we would note that to quantify whether a test does or does not have added value, one must first conduct a multivariable diagnostic study to compare the difference in diagnostic accuracy of the test in isolation vs its use in the context of other clinical information. Second, in many instances the diagnostic accuracy of a single test or biomarker will not be as high as that found in our example, and a multivariable study would still be required to quantify the added value of the biomarker beyond information...
that is standardly available (6, 36). One could even argue that accuracy measures of a single diagnostic test are redundant. Third, it is quite commonly observed that tests applied at a later stage in the diagnostic work-up, closer to the time of reference testing, yield high diagnostic accuracy in isolation. Although some might conclude, therefore, that the advanced, often more burdensome and costly test should be performed in each suspected patient, clinically such an approach would be counterintuitive. In practice, advanced tests will always be conducted after simple tests, such as history and physical examination. Thus their accuracy beyond the simple tests needs to be quantified, and not vice versa.

There are obviously circumstances in which a single-test or single-biomarker approach is indicated. For example, there are situations in which a (diagnostic) decision is actually made on the basis of 1 test/biomarker. This notably, and perhaps only, applies to screening tests (6, 36). Second, single-test evaluations are recommended, often for efficiency reasons, in the initial phase of developing a new test or biomarker or evaluating an existing test or biomarker in a new context (6, 37–40). If the test/biomarker cannot discriminate between individuals with proven (extreme) disease vs those without this disease, e.g., with a type of case control design (see report 1 of this series), quantifying the added value of the test/biomarker in the indicated population may not even be reasonable. If the test yields satisfactory diagnostic accuracy in such a situation, its contribution to extant diagnostic information in its indicated context must still be evaluated. Third, in specific situations, e.g., at the end of a diagnostic work-up, the question may be whether a certain test/biomarker is better or as good as another test to replace it, e.g., computed tomography (CT) vs MRI scanning in patients suspected of lung cancer (5, 39). A study in which the accuracy measures of the CT and MRI are compared may suffice, although one could argue that there might be a difference in added value, e.g., the results of the MRI scan may be more similar to preceding test results than the results of the CT scan such that the latter has more added value than the former. In most other instances, a biomarker or test is commonly part of a diagnostic work-up that is performed after obtaining previous test results, requiring physicians to know whether this next test or biomarker result adds substantively to the diagnosis of the target disease.

For clinical practice, providing insight beyond the ROC area has been a motivation for some recent measures, especially in the context of extending a diagnostic model with additional information from a novel biomarker (8, 21, 28, 33, 41). Researchers and physicians should recognize, however, that a single summary measure cannot give full insight in all relevant aspects of the added, clinical value of a new test or biomarker. Reporting on the increase in discrimination and classification is relevant to obtain insight into the incremental value of a biomarker. These measures should therefore ideally be reported in studies evaluating the incremental value of a novel test or biomarker. However, we also recommend the use of decision-curve analysis, because this method implicitly accounts for the consequences of the FP and negative classifications, in contrast to the other measures.
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